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1. Fill in the blanks :

(a) The........................and

(D

the web.

1x10:10
palette displays the predefined paragraph styles

and colors.
(b) Running and ................. are applied to a story rather than a page.
(c) . . ..................... displays the next higher magnification of a page.
(d) A master is like a ...................... that we can quickly apply to many pages.
(e) Pagemaker helps us in proof-reading our text by providing a ................ .

(D Vector graphics files store the ................, and ................ .

(g) ....... . .....:......... resoiution doesn't involve pixels.
(h) We can toggle between the Rectangular and Elliptical Marquee tools by pressing ............

format is used for lossless compression and for displays of images on

(t) is a process ofcreating a gradual ftansition between the inside and the
outside olimage borders.
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2. Answer the following questions 3x2 : 6
(a) What is pagemaker and why is it used for?
(b) What are the different drawing tools in pagemaker?
(") What are pixels? How are these represented in graphics?
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3. Answer any two from the following questions 
3 x2 : 6(a) what are master pages? what are the advantages of having master pages in a pubrication?(b) Differentiate between Raster and,r""to, g.uphi"r.

(c) What are photoshop layers? How do you use layers in creating artwork?



4. Answer: any two from the following questions 4x2 : g(a) Explain briefly the RGB image model.
(b) Explain the process ofprinting a pagemaker document.
(c) What is OLE? Explain briefly.
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